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1. Introduction

Entrepreneurship is among the economic measures that determines the growth and wellbeing of a city (Glaeser & Kerr, 2010). Cities that offer the best conditions for firms to grow up or that ease the birth of new entrepreneurial activities, increase the number of jobs they offer, in turn enhancing citizens' wellbeing and budget (Lee & Rodríguez-Pose, 2020; Lee, 2017). With a study based on US cities, Lee (2017) recently found that a 10% increase in new birth of small businesses increases urban employment by 1.3-2.2% and wages by 1.2-2.0%. In addition, such virtuous path increases the attractiveness of the city for talents and new investments. In other words, creating the best conditions for entrepreneurs to invest and implement their business ideas, is an important mean for cities to grow up from an economic and a social perspective (Fritsch & Noseleit, 2013). A recent example of the importance that entrepreneurship has for cities is provided by the Brexit. Several start-ups are planning to leave UK – one of the most attractive countries for new ventures - if Brexit conditions will penalize them. Accordingly, many European cities like Berlin, Lisbon, Amsterdam and Dublin are designing strategies to host such a plethora of businesses (The Guardian, 2017).

At the same time, the entrepreneurial commitment of a city also depends on the implementation of activities aimed at transforming the systems that control government efficiency and effectiveness (Bernier & Hafsi, 2007). For example, transparent administration or Open Data strategies can be considered as forms of public entrepreneurship (Bernier & Hafsi, 2007).

Established literature on the topic argues that the entrepreneurial vocation of a territory may depend on market or institutional factors. As far as market is concerned, small independent firms enhance the entrepreneurial capability of a city or a region by lowering the costs of entry through the development of independent suppliers and by creating an entrepreneurial culture (Glaeser & Kerr, 2010; Saxenian, 1990). In an institutional perspective, the entrepreneurial activity may be influenced by the level of education, cost advantages, infrastructures, climate and accessibility (Glaeser & Kerr, 2010). These factors largely depend on the intervention of governs and policymakers. Recently, Lee & Rodríguez-Pose (2020) also found that entrepreneurship – in firms belonging to tradeable sectors - is a mean to reduce poverty in cities, increasing incomes for non-entrepreneurs. However, this positive effect depends on the productivity and innovation levels reached by the businesses (Baumol & Strom, 2007) that are also affected by territorial capital (Castelnovo et al., 2020; Geissinger et al., 2019), and on companies’ ability to correctly embrace technological challenges.

Among these, the digitalization is one of the most relevant issues that companies and societies need to face, and providing successful digital services may help business to grow and cities to develop new competences while benefiting citizens’ life. That said, this review note, aims at describing what are the possible advantages for cities in favoring the spread of digital services both attracting digital companies and implementing e-governance strategies. In the next pages of this short article, I will briefly underline the relevance of the digital entrepreneurship in the city and different possibilities that cities have in order to implement a digital strategy. Finally, I will draft concluding considerations about Italian digital strategies and how are Italian cities responding to the challenge of the digital transformation.

1.2 Digital entrepreneurship in the city

Entrepreneurship represents a way through which cities can increase their resilience to economic and natural shocks (Errigo, 2018; Molavi, 2018; Williams & Vorley, 2014). This aspect assumed great relevance in recent years, since economy has been affected by two enormous shocks in the last 15 years with the 2008 financial crisis and the recent Covid-19 pandemic. In particular, firms characterized by flexibility, that are able to adapt to changing contexts, are the ones that are more prepared to external shocks, in turn enhancing the capability of the city to respond to economic downturns. Small and flexible firms such as startups, are also the ones that typically implement technological and organizational innovations, developing competences that trigger adaptive behaviors (Pinelli et al., 2020). The recent Covid-19 pandemic, for example, has shown that digital
skills are fundamental to maintain high levels of productivity allowing people to work even far from their usual offices and job places. In addition, digital industries are characterized by strong interconnections between businesses that favor the growth of the entire system exploiting a network effect (Losurdo et al., 2019). This aspect is particularly relevant, for example, in the service industries that traditionally determines the economic systems in large urban centers. Thus, given the aforementioned importance that digital firms may have in the economic, cities that promote digital entrepreneurial strategies can exploit the relative benefits (Komninos et al., 2019): increase employment, productivity, wellbeing, resilience and technological readiness to future challenges. Cities can enhance their digital capabilities in two ways that are not mutually exclusive. Rather, they should both be implemented to develop a proper digital strategy: from one side cities can develop strategies to attract and maintain digital companies, from the other they can embed digital facilities in the public administration, offering digital services to citizens. In the latter case, research has extensively argued about the advantages of implementing digital technologies in public administrations, that enhance transparency and engagement while reducing administrative costs (Young, 2020). Cities promote the diffusion of digital technologies also for mitigating climate risks, for example through the implementation of shared mobility measures aimed at improving air quality and reduce congestion (Bai et al., 2018; Creutzig et al., 2019; Rolnick et al., 2019).

On the other side, cities may increase their attractiveness towards digital firms by attracting venture capital and skilled labor that find the best conditions to grow in a dense and interconnected urban context (Geissinger et al., 2019).

2. Digitalization in Italy

With particular reference to Italy, the national strategy aimed at implementing the digital transformation is based on two pillars: transparent administration and diffusion of digital technologies in firms. In practical terms, the aim is to promote the diffusion of robotics, artificial intelligence, cyber security systems – and other industry 4.0 technologies - in companies, and to implement e-governance strategies. Going in depth in the analysis of the most digitalized Italian cities it is possible to state that their main commitment regards e-governance measures. In their plans, indeed, Italian cities hardly mention actions aimed at attracting new digital firms. According to the recent I-City Rank 2019 (ForumPA, 2019), Florence, Bologna and Milan are the most performing cities in terms of digitalization. In the following boxes we will deepen the main activities implemented by these three cities that represent the more advanced cases of digitalization of Italian cities. In details, Italian cities appear to push a lot on e-governance and social inclusion, with measures aimed at involving local stakeholders in decision-making processes. Another very sensible aspect for Italian cities is that of open data and transparent administration that eases the relationship between citizens and firms and the public administration. On the other side, Italian cities show a lack of strategies aimed at attracting digital entrepreneurs. Such a weak commitment is limiting for Italian territories that can hardly exploit benefits coming from the diffusion of digital firms in their urban centers. To this end, Italian policymakers should be aware of the fact that, while they appear to be moving in the right way in terms of public entrepreneurship and e-governance measures, urban digital strategies should still do a lot more in terms of creating conditions for digital companies to born and prosper.
Digitalization in Florence

Florence is one of the Italian cities that supports firms towards the digital transformation through education and consultancy activities. The aim of such program is to bring local businesses closer to the industry 4.0 paradigm. In addition, the local chamber of commerce provides financial supports to local firms through the grant of vouchers. The city of Florence also supports local businesses with lectures and seminars about digital marketing provided in partnership with Google. Such partnership also has the ambitious goal of educating the so-called NEET (Not-engaged in Education, Employment or Training), in turn performing a social utility function. Florence also offers to local entrepreneurs the access to the Fintech Digital Index – a database that provides information about the most advanced digital companies in the country on topics like blockchain, big data and analytics.

Digitalization in Bologna

Bologna is among the Italian cities that adopted a digital agenda planning their digital transformation since 2011. In the 2016-2020 digital plan, the city of Bologna mainly prioritizes interventions aimed at improving services to citizens: enhancing free wireless, spreading the broadband, improving digital communication with firms and citizens that allow them to participate to decisions, simplifying online services, implementing data-driven decision-making. So, Bologna is giving priority to the participative administration and to its relationship with local stakeholders. This aspect is also remarked by the fact that the Digital Agenda has been developed through the involvement of several stakeholders.

Digitalization in Milan

Milan is among the few cities in Italy that has established a department for the digital transformation. The main commitment of Milan towards the digital transformation refers to the Open Data strategy. For example, Milan administration provides an open access platform that allows to manage and share in an integrated way, through technical maps, all the geographic data held by the Municipality of Milan, allowing an agile and streamlined publication of spatial data in an open format. In addition, Milan has improved some functions offered through online channels to ease citizens’ access to specific services such as building and events.
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